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This 100M Registry car belonging to Sid Shadle
from San Anselmo, California, awaits its owner’s
arrival before heading out on an exciting Sunday
afternoon of fast, back road touring.

T

he British Motor Industry Heritage Trust (BMIHT) has
named the Worldwide 100M “Le Mans” Registry as a
Liaison Officer to the Trust. This honor means that the
100M Registry will now be able to immediately trace
any chassis number thought to perhaps be a factory 100M. It
will no longer be necessary for members to contact the BMHIT
and wait weeks to receive a certificate to see if a car is a genuine 100M.
This service will be provided free
to all current members of the 100M
Registry. If someone is planning
to purchase a 100M, they can join
the Registry as a “Supporting
Member” and have any car they
are considering purchasing traced
and confirmed in a matter of a few
hours. Once they purchase a 100M,
their membership will be converted
to an active car-owning member at
no charge.
By joining as a Supporting Member, the individual receives all the
100M Registry benefits including a
brass Registry dash plaque (when
the car is acquired), a five-color jacket
patch, a copy of the original “Special
Equipment and Tuning Instruction”
booklet, a copy of an original color Le
Mans sales flyer, plus all past newsOCTOBER 2008

letters. Additionally, they can qualify to purchase the Gerry
Coker-designed and signed grille badge, the “100M Identification Guideline,” an accurate “regulation Le Mans” hood belt,
two-tone paint profile, cold-air-box notched bracket, and a set
of color 100M restoration photos.
The 100M Registry also offers free registration for any factorybuilt 100M if the owner does not desire to receive the above
additional benefits or the opportunity to purchase the custom-made Registry items. To
register, just go to the web-site:
www.100mregistry.com and
print the application. Send it
in with photos of the car and of
the VIN plate, its history and
BMIHT certificate copy (unless
we have already confirmed its
build record for you).

A 100M Registry member in Italy found this badly
deteriorated 100, thought to be possibly a 100M. He
was able to request a rapid and free confirmation
from the Registry as to whether the car is a factory
100M. It turned out to have some Le Mans equipment, but it was not a factory built 100M.
www.healeyclub.org

This free build record trace
service and free100M Registry
registration is another assistance the Worldwide100M
Registry is pleased to offer to
its members. If you have any
questions or need help, contact
Bill Meade, Registry Founder, at
(831) 722-3253 or send email to
billmeade@100mregistry.com.
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